Maximize Your Options

At The Loading Dock

Available in
25,000, 30,000, and 35,000 lb
(11,364, 13,636, and 15,909 kg)
Rated Capacities

The Blue Giant C-Series mechanical dock leveler is easy to operate. Simply pull the release chain- the heavy-duty lift
springs raise the deck, and the lip powers out smoothly to the locked position. Then ‘walk’ the dock down onto the trailer bed.
When the truck leaves the loading dock, the lip releases, allowing the unit to be returned to the cross-traffic position.

Powerful Hold-Down System

Assured Motion Float

The C-Series mechanical dock leveler features a friction style
hold-down system that provides instant hold at any point in
the operating cycle.

The C-Series mechanical dock leveler is designed to tilt up
to 4” (101mm) when under load. This floating action allows
full width contact between the dock lip and truck bed,
preventing damage to cargo, tires, and steering system and
minimizing the jarring motion that can cause neck and back
injury to forklift drivers. Assured motion float also reduces
deck fatigue, prolonging the working life of the dock leveler.

Structural Integrity
The main axle is mounted on sealed bearing for trouble-free
operation. The cam roller fitted with sealed ball bearings assure
smooth and continuous cycling. Pivot points incorporate
pre-lubricated bushings. Heavy-duty lift springs support lifetime
use.
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Designed with Safety in Mind
Mechanical fall-safe legs minimize the platform free-fall. A
built-in safety strut enables safe under-deck inspections and
maintenance.

ADVANCE to the NEXT LEVEL
LIGHT COMMUNICATION PACKAGES
The optional features listed below will help you get the most
out of your dock leveler.
The Manual Light Communication Package consists of an indoor
and outdoor set of signal lights
manually operated to communicate
safety conditions to both workers
and truck drivers. An advanced
Automatic Lights Communication Package, has a sensor that
detects the dock’s status and
automatically signals when the
dock is parked. Both packages
minimize the risk of unscheduled
truck departure and worker injury.

INCREASED SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
OPTIONS
Blue Giant hydraulic vehicle
restraints hold trucks securely at the
loading dock, improving safety levels
during cargo handling operations.

Our models are low-profile, have a
wide restraining range, and can
engage a wide variety of ICC bars,
including those that are bent or
damaged.

Blue GeniusTM Control
Panel and traffic lights
package come
standard with Blue
Giant hydraulic vehicle
restraints

The Blue GeniusTM Gold Series II
Vehicle Restraint Control Panel
and traffic lights package come
standard with all hydraulic vehicle
restraints manufactured by Blue
Giant.

DOCK SEALS AND SHELTERS

Blue Giant dock seals and shelters protect personnel and
cargo from the elements, improve hygiene and safety levels
by keeping debris out, and save hundreds of dollars in
reduced energy costs. Available models include compression
seals and rigid, soft-sided, retractable, and inflatable shelters.
Custom sizes and fabric colours available.

BUMPERS, WHEEL CHOCKS, AND DOCK
LIGHTS

Blue Giant offers a complete line of products designed to
protect dock equipment, doors, walls, freight, and personnel.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
18” (457mm) long lip
Brush and rubber weather seals
Three wheel forklift center deck support
Pour-in pan to facilitate new construction
New construction pit kit
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